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• Abstract (300 words):
Encounters and Collisions: Online Exhibition Making and the Physical Space will discuss the online tools and pedagogical methods used when working with third year (Level 6) undergraduate fine art students at the University of East London during 2020 and 2021. When working with online platforms and thinking how to engage with the physical space students have to consider many factors, that include the psychology of the group dynamics and their individual presence within the group, they have to consider online design planning and its translation into a physical space. Existing pedagogical methods have to be adapted and new systems are employed to focus on these aspects of team work and learning. Trust within the new pedagogical methods is required by the students, and student engagement in the new pedagogical methods enable trust and ownership in learning. Encounters and Collisions: Online Exhibition Making and the Physical Space will discuss the strategies that students and I employed to enable them to develop skills required for their graduation this summer while facing the uncertainty about their degree show during Covid-19.
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